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ones such as fish diseases and parasitology, aquaculture nutrition, or seafood science (etc.) to submit
their manuscripts.
Manuscripts. Papers written in English, elearly and concisely, should be typed in double spacing,
on one side of the paper, with a margin of 4 cm on the left hand side. Original and twO'Ciijifesshould
be submitted (plus a diskette or a CD).
The text. The manuscript should be arranged according to the following pattem: title (please use
capitalletters only when needed), names of authors (with first names spelled out, middle names as
initial, and last name CAPITALIZED), affiliations of all authors, up to 8 key words, detailed mailing
address of the corresponding author with the phone and fax numbers, and e-mail address, running
title, abstract, Introduction, Materials and methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions (only if
needed), Acknowledgements, References, tables, figure captions (ineluding fulllegend describing
the figure and explaining all the symbols used). An excess of headings and subheadings should be
avoided. Generic and specific names should be underlined or set in italics. Narnes of the higher taxa
should not be underlined nor italicised. Any issue not covered by the present instruction should be
resolved based on "The scientific style and format". The CBE Manual for Authors, Editors, and
Publishers. Sixth Edition 1994, Cambridge University Press. All fish names must be consistent with
the FishBase
http://www.fishbase.org
An Abstract should be divided into small chapters: Background (why the study was initiated and
what is the aim ofthe present paper?), Material and Methods, Results, principal Conclusion (with
a elosing remark-What is the importance of the present findings?). While writing the abstract please
keep in mind that it may be also reprinted separately by abstractinglindexing joumals or data bases.
Tables must be self-explanatory, typed on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and carry an
appropriate title. Tables should contain synthesized (not primary) data and not exceed A4 size.
Figures. Only well reproducible figures are requested: a) photographs black-and white and elear;
b) drawings on card or parchment papers in Indian ink; c) high-quality computer-generated line
diagrams, or glossy prints. Excessive illustrative material should be avoided. Colour figures will be
printed on author's expense.
References in the text should be quoted by the authors name and date (in parentheses). When the
author's name is cited in parentheses please do not separate the name and year with coma. If there
are more then two authors, only first one should be named, folIowed by "et al." The reference list
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Please note that, fulI joumal titles should be listed. AlI references in the list should be indicated at
some point in the text and vice versa. References should be limited to a minimum. Unpublished data
or private communications should be avoided. The titles of papers published in non-congress languages
should accompanied by their English translation [in brackets] and their originallanguage should be
stated (in brackets). Slavic names, paper titles, and joumal titles, originally written in Cyrillic alphabet
should be transliterated (not transcribed) folIowing the ISO-86 system (Commonly used the Library
of Congress System 1S in fact a national transcription system and as such cannot be accepted).
Abbreviations and symbols. Quantities should be expressed in SI units. AlI abbreviations should
be spelled out when first used in the text.
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